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 i can't understand why the dictionary doesn't works correctly. The error is "error:.../dictionary.cc: In member function 'bool
dictionary::Download(const std::string&, const std::string&)': undefined reference to `dictionary::Add(unsigned int, const

std::string&)' collect2: error: ld returned 1 exit status " i'm using gcc 4.6 and liblame.3.99.3.1 and lame-3.98.3. A: The solution
was to include #include in the.h file. The compiler tried to include in the cpp file, and this didn't worked, because the compiler
didn't found the cpp file, the answer here. “We want to be sure that if we are not getting our way in a democracy, we can still
have our day in court,” Ms. Bono said in a statement. “Our goal is simple. We want to get the tax back owed to the American

people, by President Obama.” A victory would be significant in Congress’s quest to close what has become a $1.2 trillion deficit
and could represent a reprieve for a broad slice of the economy if it forced the White House to rework its 2012 budget. The

Senate has approved legislation setting the rules for how the Internal Revenue Service would implement the new tax law, while a
House bill has been under discussion for weeks. The I.R.S. was not expected to refund the taxes until the courts resolved the
legal challenges, and it may be months before a final judgment is handed down. But by pushing the dispute into the courts,
Republicans in Congress hope to put the focus on the administration. “The president is supposed to execute the laws that

Congress passes,” said Representative Richard E. Neal of Massachusetts, the ranking Democrat on the House Ways and Means
Committee. “We want to make sure we get a refund, but more importantly, it’s going to be a valuable lesson for the White

House on how not to conduct business with Congress.” Senator Charles E. Grassley, Republican of Iowa and the chairman of the
Finance Committee, said he had been pressing the I.R.S. to act and had been told by the agency 82157476af
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